YOU’VE GOT
THE POWER.
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.
Navigator Eco-Logical 18lb has a better
quality than regular 20lb papers and
provides a unique printing solution for daily
print and copy applications.
Its properties have been carefully
calibrated to deliver unmatched
productivity in the most state-of-the art
printing machines available in the market,
guaranteeing consistency day after day.
ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTION FOR DAILY
PRINT AND COPY APPLICATIONS.

High quality raw materials - By using the best quality fiber - Eucalyptus globulus - Navigator is an environmental paper for everyday
use that guarantees increased thickness and stiffness for improved runnability.
Eco friendly production cycle - In the last decade we have reduced our impact: less 55% in fossil fuel consumption; less 46%
in fossil CO2 and less 49% in water consumption. Plus, Navigator Eco-Logical 18lb is produced using 65% green energy (biomass),
which not only reduces dependency from fossil fuels but also emissions.
Responsible forest management - We grow 12 million plants every year in our forest nurseries. Portuguese forests have grown
by 77% in the last century, with a huge contribution from the paper industry.
Less wood usage - up to 40% less Eucalyptus globulus wood usage when compared to north-american fibers.
Less waste generated - 10% waste reduction compared to 20lb papers.
High whiteness - ideal for all daily applications with some use of color.
Produced under rigorous conditions - state-of-the –art paper making technology, with daily testing in the most modern
printing machines.

Navigator Eco-Logical 18lb is highly productive, cost-efficient and environmentally-sensible
solution for everyday office usage.
ULTIMATE BRIGHTNESS
GE Brightness 97 - ISO Brightness 110
CIE Brightness 161
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www.navigator-usa.com/en/paper/ecological

We grow more than 12 million
plants every year in our
forest nurseries

